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Welcome
to...

PROSPECTIVE BUYER INFORMATION

Your personal schedule of one-to-one appointments
The ability to select meetings with specific suppliers
Access to our virtual lounge area
Your forum booklet which provides full contact information and company profiles
of all delegates

Virtual EMEA Hotel Supply Chain Forum is the premier business forum for the European, Middle Eastern and
African hotel sector. Purchasing executives from leading hotel groups and operators are brought together
with key hotel sector suppliers to discuss supply chain opportunities and supply solutions. Virtual EMEA

Hotel Supply Chain Forum is a business meeting hub that delivers high-level business opportunities to hotel
purchasing executives. There are no travel costs, and no time away from your desk or office. Supplier

meetings are brought directly to your PC, saving you time and cost while improving the efficiency of your
supplier sourcing and reviewing process.

 
One-to-one appointments take place between hotel purchasing executives and suppliers, where detailed

conversations can take place and supply chain opportunities can be discussed. Our virtual platform provides
delegates with the ability to hold a high number of key one-to-one meetings, and each delegate works to

their own personal schedule of appointments which are pre-set before the forum commences. Additionally,
delegates can network in our virtual lounge area, so additional supply chain appointments can be discussed.

All areas of hotel supply chain will be covered, including food and beverages, housekeeping, furniture,
fixtures and equipment, hotel interiors, IT and communications, facilities management… plus more!

 
Purchasing executives from hotel groups and operators can attend Virtual EMEA
Hotel Supply Chain Forum on a fully complimentary basis, which includes:

 
You shall have the ability to meet face-to-face with suppliers via Virtual EMEA Hotel

Supply Chain Forum 2021, the leading supply chain forum for the hotel sector.
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17TH MARCH
 

08.00 - 09.00 CET
Registration

 
09.00 - 10.00 CET
Business meetings

 
10.00 - 10.30 CET

Comfort break/networking
 

10.30 - 11.30 CET
Business meetings

 
11.30 - 12.30 CET

Lunch break/networking
 

12.30 - 13.30 CET
Business meetings

 
13.30 - 14.00 CET

Comfort break/networking
 

14.00 - 15.00 CET
Business meetings

 
15.00 CET

Forum ends
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SCHEDULE 
*Please note that all times stated are in Central European Time (CET).

Forum times can occasionally alter.
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